Karen Mueller, Founder and General Counsel
Karen@amoscenterforjustice.org

January 8, 2022
Representative Timothy Ramthun
Wisconsin State Assembly
409 North, State Capitol
P.O. Box 8953
Madison, WI 53708
RE: Decertification of Wisconsin Elector Votes
Dear Representative Ramthun:
I am writing to announce that the Amos Center for Justice & Liberty supports your call for the
decertification of the 2020 Presidential Wisconsin Electors based upon the wide-spread election fraud and election
law violations that occurred in the largest cities of the state and throughout Wisconsin.
The staff of the Amos Center for Justice & Liberty has conducted its own election investigation starting
with the illegal Absentee Ballot Drop Boxes, over 500 of which were installed across Wisconsin before the 2020
Presidential Election. These drop boxes were paid for with grant money which counties obtained from the Center
for Tech and Civic Life (CTCL). This private
Zuckerberg and his wife to the tune of over $350 million in September of 2020. That is a stunning figure given that
prior to 2020,
by an Obama Fellow.
A conspiracy to commit election fraud using these Absentee Ballot Drop Boxes and other violations of
elections laws was allegedly initiated, in part,
President Trump had won the 2016 election but before he took office on January 20, 2017.
First, as President Obama was preparing to leave office, then Secretary of the Dept. of Homeland Security,
Jeh Johnson laid the groundwork for a potential election steal by first creating the organizations by which the
federal election guidelines, including those for absentee ballot drop boxes could be created. In fact, these early
organizations, GCC and SCC were the precursors to what would become the Cyber Infrastructure Security Agency
by which his 2020
Presidential Election endeavor would be defeated, through both illegal and unconstitutional means. Once CISA was
created, it absorbed GCC and SCC. The Absentee Ballot Drop Box guidelines were then created by these two
organizations, now working inside of the CISA agency.
Second, Secretary Jeh Johnson conscripted several national, but private non-profit organizations. Under
the pretense of a false national security threat, Secretary Johnson designated the National Association of Secretaries
of State (NASS) and the National Association of State Legislators (NCSL) (among others) as new components of
critical infrastructure. The members of NASS, to their credit, initially objected to being taken over
by the federal government and put those objections in a Resolution.
This federal designation
of these private organizations allowed for
unprecedented federal access to their spheres of influence and their members. This new federal control of a private
non-profit was then used to manipulate many state legislators, secretaries of state and other state election officials
across the country. These unconstitutional actions by federal actors set the stage for one of the greatest election
heists in the history of the world. See Article I, section 4 of the U.S. Constitution
of holding elections, for Senators and Representatives, shall be prescribed in each State by the legislature thereof,
but the Congress may at any time by law make or alter such regulations, except as to the place of choosing
ILLEGAL ABSENTEE BALLOT DROP BOXES
For the State of Wisconsin these events led to the Wisconsin Election Commission (WEC) obtaining a set
of federal Absentee Ballot Drop Box guidelines which was then modified by WEC and was sent out in a memo
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the
counties to get grants in order to purchase the Absentee Ballot Drop Boxes which Megan Wolfe and her advisory
staff knew was
purpose is to guide election officials as to what election laws actually say, not what election clerks or the members
and employees of WEC want it to say.
legislative, or even rule-making
authority based upon a WEC Statement made in May of 2020. Despite these facts, Megan Wolfe went ahead and
guided and encouraged, through the Aug. 19, 2020 memo, the Wisconsin election officials to obtain and install over
500 absentee ballot boxes throughout the state, thereby intentionally violating election laws.
Nowhere in Wisconsin Election laws have Absentee Ballot Drop Boxes ever been legalized. Despite this
truth, some Wisconsin legislators and other citizens have argued that there was neither a law that allowed the boxes
or prohibited them. Therefore, these individuals argue it was okay to use them because of a variety of unpersuasive
voters in 2020. None of these excuses are acceptable reasons for v
It is truly
disheartening when legislators themselves are not interested in enforcing the very laws they pass. Why did they
become law makers?
by current or past
legislative bodies, then the legislators should resign at once.
Under Wisconsin Statutes

it reads:

Wisconsin Statute 6.84 Construction. (1) LEGISLATIVE POLICY. The legislature finds that voting is
a constitutional right, the vigorous exercise of which should be strongly encouraged. In contrast,
voting by absentee ballot is a privilege exercised wholly outside the traditional safeguards of the
polling place. The legislature finds that the privilege of voting by absentee ballot must be carefully
regulated to prevent the potential for fraud or abuse; to prevent overzealous solicitation of absent
electors who may prefer not to participate in an election; to prevent undue influence on an absent
elector to vote for or against a candidate or to cast a particular vote in a referendum; or other similar
abuses. (2) INTERPRETATION. Notwithstanding s. 5.01 (1) with respect to matters relating to the
absentee ballot process, ss. 6.86, 6.87 (3) to (7) and 9.01 (1)(b), 2 and 4, shall be construed as
mandatory. Ballots cast in contravention of the procedures specified in those provisions may not be
counted. Ballots counted in contravention of the procedures specified in those provisions may not
be included in the certified result of any election.
The statute above means that ballots cast or delivered in anyway not expressly permitted under Wisconsin
Absentee Statutes cannot be counted in the certified result that is used to decide Electoral Votes.
Prior Wisconsin legislative bodies understood that unattended Absentee Ballot Drop Boxes would increase
the likelihood and opportunity for massive absentee voter fraud. Under their carefully drafted language in the
enacted LEGISLATIVE POLICY above, the legislators made it clear that they wanted tighter restrictions on
absentee balloting, in part, to
INTERPRETATION is extremely clear: If you do not follow the processes and procedures laid out in the statutes,
then the ballots cast by non-legal means, such as placing ballots into illegal Absentee Ballot Drop Boxes, cannot be
counted. Yet, despite this clear mandate, tens of thousands of illegal ballots that were placed in these illegal boxes
were counted in the 2020 Presidential Election.
But the last sentence of the statute above is critically important to the issue at hand when it states that such
illegally counted Absentee Ballots may not be included in the certified result of any election. Therefore, as a
Wisconsin matter of law, the electoral votes MUST be rescinded as an operation of law: the drop boxes were
illegal and therefore the ballots placed in them could NOT be counted or be used to determine which set of
Wisconsin electoral votes were submitted to Congress.
CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY
Whether the absentee ballot drop boxes were legal or illegal under Wisconsin law was the main question
raised in Mueller v. Jacobs, an original action filed last year by the Amos Center for Justice & Liberty with the
Wisconsin Supreme Court on Nov. 27, 2020. The case along with the Exhibits referenced in this letter can be
found at www.amoscenterforjustice.org. While the Court in a 4-3 decision declined to hear the case for unstated
reasons, the merits of the case were never litigated and decided. In fact, the DNC intervened in the case through
their attorneys from Perkins Coie Law Firm. In their response
they produced evidence in the
form of a letter from their attorney to Dane County Clerk that the Speaker of the Assembly Robin Vos and then
President of the Senate Scott Fitzgerald
guidelines in order to decrease the
likelihood that the boxes would be found to be illegal by the Wisconsin Supreme Court. But these two men, even
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though they knew these Absentee Ballot Drop Boxes were illegal under Wisconsin election law statutes agreed with
WEC that they were acceptable. See the Vos and Fitzgerald letter at www.amoscenterforjustice.org. This was
done despite the fact that neither Robin Vos nor Scott Fitzgerald had the authority to declare these boxes legal
therefore, the ballot drop boxes remain illegal, along with
the ballots that were placed within them. Furthermore, these two men each had the ability to call a special session
in order to legalize these boxes before the 2020 Elections and yet they did not do so. The Citizens of Wisconsin
have a right to know why they willingly and knowingly broken Wisconsin Election Laws. The Citizens of
Wisconsin should also demand to know why a republican authored bill is still active that now seeks to legalize
these drop boxes. Call your legislators and demand answers and demand that they do not move this bill forward.
These illegally installed and unattended and unmonitored Absentee Ballot Drop Boxes along with other
alleged acts of Wisconsin Election Law violations by WEC staff and commission members such as expanding the
language and changing the meaning of the indefinitely confined statute to include an extra 200,000+ voters who
then did not have to show a legal identification to a poll worker, created a perfect storm in which a criminal
enterprise came together and acted in concert for the purpose of stealing the 2020 Presidential Election in
Wisconsin.
The election fraud that took place in Wisconsin also occurred in many other states with minor variations;
however, the focus remained on targeting the
Pennsylvania by getting the Absentee Ballot Drop Boxes installed throughout those states. The nationwide
campaign to use thousands of Absentee Ballot Drop Boxes across the whole country was facilitated and
coordinated by actors within
private non-profits, NCSL and NASS,
which worked closely with CISA
to create the messaging and to push the information out to the states.
Megan Wolfe received the federal Absentee Ballot Drop Box Model Guidelines from a yet unknown
individual. She then revised them and sent out her own new version which was made from those federal model
guidelines. The result was the August 19, 2021, memo which she sent out to Wisconsin election clerks.
At that same time as these events were occurring, Speaker of the Assembly Robin Vos was President of
NCSL.
newly created guidelines for the Wisconsin clerks violated
Wisconsin State Election laws because there was no provision for drop boxes in the statutes. Ms. Wolfe also left
out the most important clause from the federal model guidelines regarding election night ballot safety and integrity.
This clause directed the reader as to the strong need to collect the ballots promptly at 8 p.m. and the importance of
having a bipartisan, two-person team for each collection route. These election integrity statements from the federal
model guidelines of the Absentee Ballot Drop Box document were omitted from the newly created Wisconsin
version which was sent out to the election officials throughout Wisconsin on Aug. 19, 2020.
fficial, Secretary of
State Olivier, in the creation of New Me
for drop boxes. Secretary of State
Olivier was coincidently President of NASS, while Robin Vos was President of NCSL. In the case of these two
private noned a concerted and coordinated plan to bring
the election messaging
(which were created by the Federal CISA
agency) into their own organizations. These organizations then created and coordinated the messaging as they
pushed it out to their
state
.
It is important and necessary to recognize that Exhibit 9, which is a NASS document labelled
in the Mueller v Jacobs (WEC) lawsuit which can be found behind the complaint filing at
www.amoscenterforjustice.org is actually taken from a CISA messaging campaign document (See Exhibit 10) and
proves through
that extensive relationships were formed and fostered between different
federal agencies such as the Department of Homeland Security, CISA and US Election Assistance Commission
(EAC) and many other private non-profit quasi-governmental agencies such as NCSL, NASS, NAAG, and
NASED, along with strictly private non-profit organizations such as the Center for Technology and Civic Life
(CTCL), the National Vote at Home Institute (NVHI), Google, Facebook, Twitter, Center for Democracy &
Technology (CDT) and Center for Election Innovation & Research (CEIR). At the bottom of Exhibit 9 it also
-kind donations to support #Trustedinfo2020 messaging were
provided by Ballot Trax, Civix, CyberDefense, Dominion Voting Systems, Election Systems & Software, Hart
InterCivic, Notarize and Runbeck Election Services
It is critical to understanding the scope and size of this criminal election fraud enterprise that individuals
were aware that the elected officials in
5 Wisconsin Cities of Madison, Milwaukee, Racine, Kenosha and
Green Bay formed a contractual alliance that is allegedly criminal when they accepted money from CTCL for their
individual cities and ended fair and transparent elections which all of the citizens of Wisconsin have a constitutional
right to expect. The alleged illegal Agreement was involved over $8 million for the five cities in exchange for
handing over access and control of
to the National Vote at Home
Institute (NVIH). This private non-profit, which had already been mentioned in the paragraph above as one of
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was run by Michael Spitzer Rubenstein. He was instrumental in running the
election procedures and processes in at least Green Bay and Milwaukee as he determined and saw fit and was
opposed to what Wisconsin Election Law Statutes required. The money given to the 5 cities was originally Mark
Zuckerberg
allegedly laundered through the non-profit organization, CTCL (also previously mentioned
above). These 5
procedures, processes and databases were sold
for over $8 million
in order to further this criminal enterprise
fraudulently stealing the 2020 Presidential Election
electoral votes of Wisconsin.
The alleged misconduct
of every Wisconsin
citizen. The misconduct and fraud have been apparent and in plain view for a year now. The misconduct was
perpetrated upon the people of Wisconsin by elected officials and employees of city and state agencies who
intentionally failed to perform their election duties and instead gave those duties to outsiders by entering an illegal
contract with private actors.
Any public officer or public employee who does any of the following is guilty of a Class I felony:
(1) Intentionally fails or refuses to perform a known mandatory, nondiscretionary, ministerial
duty
ce or employment within the time or in the manner
act which the officer or employee
authority or which the officer or employee knows the officer or employee is forbidden by law to
omission,
r employee exercises a
discretionary power in a manner inconsistent with the d
or
office or employment or the rights of others and with intent to obtain a dishonest advantage
for the officer or employee or another.
Wis. Stat. 946.12(1)(2)&(3);
No Election official may: In the course of the person s official duties or on account of the
person s official position, intentionally violate or intentionally cause any other person to violate
any provision of Chs. 5 to 12 for which no other penalty is expressly prescribed.
Wis. Stat. 12.13 (2)(b)(7)
Conclusion: It appears quite likely that these statutes were violated by various people.
FRAUD
Fraud always involves deception.
fraudulent inducement from the
Fraud nullifies contracts or judgments because if
people knew the truth, they would have made different decisions. Fraud means that people are not going to receive
Fraud almost always also involves criminals who attempt
to cover-up their illegal activities and wrongful acts through deceit, by conspiring with others in power to suppress
the TRUTH and hide their criminal acts from the people that they serve. U.S. v. Throckmorton, 98 U.S. 61, 25
L.Ed.93 (1878) (

by fraud or deception practiced on him by his opponent, as by keeping him away from court, a false
promise of a compromise; or where the defendant never had knowledge of the suit, being kept in
ignorance by the acts of the plaintiff; or where an attorney fraudulently or without authority assumes to
represent a party and connives at his defeat; or where the attorney regularly employed correctly sells out
terest to the other side ). So too as in the case cited in this past election, the allegations of
because the media and censors
prevented such information from getting out. Those that saw election wrongdoing were also silenced by
the media through propaganda. People in power from both political parties used deception, lies and
sleight of hand to give the appearance that all the matters had already been thoroughly investigated, when
they had not. Deception and lies covered up much wrongdoing and no official law enforcement agency
until Racine County Sheriff was willing to investigate the allegations.
The Throckmorton case envisions just such a scenario as what is now before us. In addition, to
the initial fraud and illegalities, many people in this election fraud conspiracy have worked very hard over
the past year to suppress the truth. In these circumstances, the wisdom of the Throckmorton decision
should apply and
sustained to set aside and annul
the former judgment or decree and
Id.
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The scenario described above is exactly what transpired in the weeks leading up to the wrongful
prevented the TRUTH of the election fraud and illegalities from being openly heard and evaluated. Every legislator
has a duty to uphold the U.S. Constitution and to ensure that all state election laws are followed and that voters in
Wisconsin can be assured that they have transparent and fair elections for the highest offices in the land. Their job
is not to dismiss allegations of fraud and then help cover-up alleged criminal activity by demeaning the intelligence
of their constituents.
The State of Wisconsin Assembly and Senate members have been charged since statehood in 1848
through the federal constitution, Article I, section 4, with determining and enacting the statutory balloting processes
to be used in the election of all U.S. Congressman. In the past, our members of the legislature have done an
excellent job of writing strong election laws that were intended to prevent cheating and election fraud, especially
through absentee ballots as I have already discussed. These laws are still the law. They are not suggestions.
Multiple election laws have allegedly been violated by the Wisconsin Election Commission members and
staff. Other elected officials throughout Wisconsin have also allegedly committed acts or omissions that amount to
election law violations and ensuing cover-ups. The mayors of five Wisconsin cities allegedly conspired and
worked together in concert with other city employees, staff members and outsiders from private organizations and
individuals, including some attorneys who took an oath to uphold the U.S. Constitution and the Wisconsin State
Constitution. This alleged conspiracy was orchestrated in order to steal a presidential election for the purpose of
destroying free elections, stealing sovereignty
, removing Trump from office and to unleash
tyranny upon the Citizens of the United State of America.
Conclusion: Even though there can be fraudulent activities throughout many areas of the law, the consistent
remedy for fraud or deceit is nullification. In the case at hand, the legislature has a duty to rescind electoral votes cast
counted. It should do so at once.
CONSEQUENCES and CONCLUSION

The result of this stolen election has been the replacement of our freedom loving constitutional republic
with a growing totalitarian system that tramples upon the rights of the people through medical tyranny and brute
force.
fundamental rights to speak out, to go to school, go to work, to run a business, to reject vaccines for
themselves and their children if they choose and even to seek medical treatments for their loved ones. These rights
have all been abridged through illegal and unconstitutional mandates as a result of a statewide and nationwide
stolen election.
By now the Attorney General of the State of Wisconsin, Josh Kaul, should have a completed a thorough
investigation into the many allegations of wrongdoings which transpired during this past presidential election. But
We the People
which is supposed to be neutral in order to carry out its duties in a non-partisan way to en
(who
So
coincidentally worked for the Perkins Coie Law Firm prior to becoming Attorney General of Wisconsin) were kept away from
the courts of law.

For these reasons we are calling for the immediate resignation of Attorney General Josh Kaul. We are also
calling for the independent appointment of a special prosecutor. We invite district attorneys and
Departments in every Wisconsin county to join in the quest for justice along with Amos Center for Justice &
civil RICO investigation (Racketeering, Influence, Corrupt Organizations) by opening their own
independent criminal investigations into these matters so as to coordinate with a special prosecutor in a state-wide
probe of the many alleged actors in the November 2020 Presidential Election and the April 2020 Wisconsin
Supreme Court race and those who helped cover it up any wrongdoing.
Finally, it is critical that
now! People of this state must support your
efforts to decertify the ten electoral votes cast in this fraudulent presidential election. Recently State Senator
Bernier stated:
made that statement after enlisting the aid of Dan Becker, the director of the Center for Election
Innovation & Research (CEIR), one of the groups that the NASS
CISA.
It is the duty of each legislator to declare each electoral vote cast by Wisconsin Electoral Voters to be
due to fraud
Wisconsin Statute 6.84 (2) and
to vote to decertify the electoral ballots as soon as possible.
must call their state senators and
assembly members today and let them know that they will work to recall their respective legislators if they will not
STAND AGAINST election fraud and illegalities. Thank you for standing up for Freedom and Election Integrity.
Best regards,

Karen L. Mueller, General Counsel
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